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Underspecified discourse structures

- [c1] I try to read a novel  [c2] if I feel bored  [c3] or I am unhappy.
- (read) IF ( (bored) OR (unhappy) )

- represent genuine ambiguity
- gain robustness in discourse parsing
- represent global discourse constraints

Regular Tree Grammars as underspecification formalism

- [c1] I try to read a novel  [c2] if I feel bored
- [c3] because the TV programs disappoint me  [c4] but I can't concentrate.

- integrate constraints using standard algorithms
- RTGs are expressively complete, the resulting representation may exceed the expressive power of graph-based formalisms

Corpus studies reveal interdependencies between discourse relations and tree structure

Representing soft constraints with weighted Regular Tree Grammars

- maximum weight: 9
- medium weight: 3
- minimum weight: 1

Integrating complex constraints by intersection with filter grammars

- cause is never a right child
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